GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE OF RENAULT VEHICLES
These General Terms and Conditions, which are effective as of December the 17th 2018, apply to the sale of new Renault
vehicles placed under the TEMPORARY TRANSIT (TT) status and registration, as defined by the French Customs Code, and
marketed under the label “Renault Eurodrive”.
The present document sets the terms and conditions under which RENAULT S.A.S (defined hereinafter as the « Seller ») contractually agrees
to sell a brand-new vehicle to a Client (hereinafter defined as the « Client ») qualified to receive a full exemption of the taxes normally applicable
to such a car sale transaction in France and is an integral part of such contract. The Contract includes a « repurchase » provision by the Seller
at the end of the usage period specified in the vehicle purchase order form. The Seller may however wave this repurchase right, upon formal
request from the Client, making then the sale of such vehicle definitive. In such an occurrence, the transfer of property of the vehicle is deemed
to take place at the time the Client pays the final agreed upon price of the vehicle to the Seller.
1.

CONTRACT FORMATION
1.1.

General Terms applicable to all Contracts

All Eurodrive contracts are of a buy-back type, where the Seller and the Client agree to the repurchase of the vehicle by the Seller at the end of
the contracted usage period. While the Contract between the Seller and the Client is deemed formed, as far as the delivery date and the price
guarantee are concerned, at the time the Client signs his/her purchase order form, which specifies the vehicle type and model, the date and
location of its delivery and the agreed upon selling price, the full binding effects of the contract on the Seller side remain subject to:
•
•

The payment in full of the agreed upon selling price by the Client prior to the delivery of the vehicle
The justification by the Client that he/she does qualify for the « tax-free » purchase of a brand-new vehicle as per the « Temporary
Transit » provisions of the French Customs Code.
1.2.

Specific terms applicable for Contracts entered through a « remote » platform

If the purchase order form has been submitted by the Client through a Website or a Call Center operated either by Renault directly or an affiliated
Renault agent (hereinafter referred to as the « Agent »), the Client may, within 14 calendar days of the delivery of his/her vehicle cancel his/her
order without having to provide any justification, be subject to any penalty nor bear any cost other than the one associated with the return of the
vehicle to the Renault Eurodrive return center specified hereinafter. For all intents and purposes, a vehicle is deemed delivered only after
signature by the Client of the delivery sheet presented to him/her by the delivery center designated on the contract. In order to exercise such
cancellation right, the Client MUST inform, in unambiguous terms, the Seller or its agent of his/her decision in due time, either by facsimile or
email sent to the Seller or its Agent, or by certified mail with return receipt sent to the following address:
RENAULT S.A.S
13 Avenue Paul Langevin
92359 Le Plessis Robinson
France
While not compulsory, the Client may use the suggested form available in Exhibit 3 to convey his/her decision to cancel his /her contract as per
the specific terms hereof.
In case of exercise by the Client of the above mentioned cancellation right, the Seller will, on the day of return of the vehicle to the specifically
designated Renault Eurodrive Return Center (Poligono de Tambre, Via Isaac Peral 12-18, Santiago de Compostela, Spain) or the day of receipt
of the proof of shipping of the vehicle to that center, refund the full contract price to the Client, using the same mean of payment originally used
to complete the transaction. Client recognizes however that he/she remains fully responsible for any damage to the vehicle occurring during the
period he/she had the vehicle in his /her possession. Any resulting loss in value of the vehicle will then be charged to the Client and either
deducted from the refunded amount or charged in addition to the originally paid price should the damages exceed such amount. As indicated
above, this cancellation right must be exercised within 14 days of the delivery of the vehicle and any usage of the vehicle by the client during
such period, MUST not exceed fifty (50) kilometers (threshold above which the vehicle will be requalified as « used »).
1.3 Modifications to the contract information
The minimum delivery time regardless of the place of delivery is 21 days in France and 24 days outside France.
The following changes will be invoiced if they occur 21 days or less before the delivery date:
- Change of owner / name: 150€
- Change of delivery location: 300€
If the vehicle is already registered, any request for modification will be refused.
2.

PRICE GUARANTEE - TECHNICAL MODIFICATIONS

The price of the vehicle set in the purchase order form is the one applicable on the date the order is placed and is guaranteed by the Seller until
the agreed upon delivery date. In case of a delayed delivery not imputable to the Client, this price guarantee will be extended until the effective
date of delivery, unless the applied price increase originates from fiscal or technical modifications imposed to the Seller by the French Authorities
or the delay is the result of an Act of God (Force Majeure).
In such a case where the final price of the vehicle is greater than one set in the purchase order form, the Client may, at his/her election, cancel
his/her contract as per the conditions set in article 10.1 hereinafter.
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As a result of the buy-back commitment of the Seller, the client agrees to pay the Seller, at the signature of the purchase order, the price
indicated on such order for the contracted usage period of the vehicle, according to the then applicable rates. Client acknowledges that the
payment of the price mentioned above does not creates any right for the Client to terminate the contract for reasons other than the ones specified
under section 10 below.
Client also acknowledges that, as per Article L-441-6 of the French Consumer Code, any delayed payment of all or part of the agreed upon price
will give the Seller the right to apply to the outstanding amount « per diem » late interests calculated at the then prevailing refinancing rate set

by the European Central Bank, plus an additional penalty of 1 tenth of a point. The Seller reserves also the right to charge to the Client, without
prior notice, any fees necessary to cover the cost for the Seller of the collection process of any unpaid amount.
The transfer of property of the vehicle is suspended until full payment has been received by the Seller (article 2367 of the French Civil Code).
The transfer of the risks however remains effective at the time the delivery, as defined in section 3 hereunder, is taking place.
3.

DELIVERY

The Seller will deliver the vehicle and the client will take delivery of such vehicle as per the terms agreed upon in the purchase order. In case of
a delay in the delivery resulting from an event qualifying as an Act of God and affecting either the Seller or the Client, the date of delivery will be
deemed pushed by a number of days equal to the duration of such event.
In order to obtain the release of the vehicle, the Client must present to the Delivery Center staff, a valid identification document (e.g. passport)
and a copy of his/her Eurodrive purchase order. In case of physical absence of the client on the day of delivery, the vehicle may be released to
any of the other drivers qualified as per the rules of the Eurodrive Program, provided such driver can present a copy of the passport of the Client,
a power of attorney signed by the client and authorizing such delivery, and a copy of the purchase order.
As a result of the special terms and conditions under which Eurodrive vehicles are registered and used in France:
•
•
•

The Vehicle can only be delivered to the Client, who is the person designated as the owner on the vehicle registration’s card (Carte
Grise), and after validation by the French Customs Authority of the qualification of such Client to receive the tax-free benefit associated
with the Eurodrive Program
The Client hereby agrees to immediately inform the French Custom Authorities of any change in his/her status occurring during the
period of validity of the contract and which may render him/her no longer qualified for the tax-free benefit mentioned above.
The client hereby recognizes that he/she is fully responsible for his/her compliance with all local traffic and road usage rules and
regulations, including for example mandatory stickers required by local authorities in France or in Europe, to enter certain areas with
the vehicle.

As mentioned above, the client must take delivery of the vehicle as per the terms stated in the purchase order form, unless otherwise agreed to
by both parties. These terms specify the date, time and location of such delivery. Renault cannot be held responsible for a missed delivery due
to the non-compliance of the Client with those terms. Client acknowledges and recognizes the right of Renault, in such a missed delivery situation
due to the client’s default, to rescind the contract as per the conditions set in article 10.2 hereinafter.
Should the lack of delivery be due to the Seller (except if caused by an Act of God event), and the Seller is unable to offer the Client a replacement
solution of « mobility », the Client will be entitled to a resiliation of the contract, as per the conditions set in article 10.2 below,
Such a replacement solution of « mobility » will be deemed offered upon the provision by the Seller to the Client of a rental vehicle of at best
equivalent in category to the one specified in the purchase order form, subject to availability at the time and location of the missed delivery.
Such provision of a replacement vehicle, even of a lower category, shall not entitle the Client to any compensation. The Seller and the Client
must agree to the terms of usage of the replacement vehicle, and in particular the countries in which such vehicle is allowed to be driven. All
expenses exposed by the client in relation to the usage of this replacement vehicle and not pre-authorized by the Seller will remain the
responsibility of the Client (e.g. additional insurance coverage). The replacement vehicle will need to be returned by the client as per the terms
agreed upon by the parties and with a full tank of gas.
4.

INSURANCE

All Eurodrive vehicles are covered under a fully comprehensive insurance policy with no deductible. Such coverage becomes effective the day
of delivery of the vehicle and expires at midnight on the day of return of such vehicle as set in the contract. A summary of this Eurodrive
insurance coverage is available in Exhibit 1 to these General Terms and Conditions of Sale. Countries currently covered by the Eurodrive
insurance policy are: Andorra, Austria, Belgium, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia,
Finland, Metropolitan France, Germany, Gibraltar, Great Britain, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Iceland, Italy, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania,
Luxembourg, Macedonia, Malta, Monaco, Montenegro, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, San Marino, Serbia, Slovakia,
Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Vatican. Please note that a driving limitation of 90 days maximum, counted from the date of entry in
the country, applies to all visitors to Portugal.

5.

EURODRIVE ROAD ASSISTANCE

The Client and all his/her passengers transported at no cost to them and within the limitations set on the vehicle registration card, are entitled to
receive the benefits of the Eurodrive Road Assistance program and the related services as per the conditions described in Exhibit 2.
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REPURCHASE OF THE VEHICLE BY THE SELLER

6.

Eurodrive standard sale contracts include a repurchase right by the Seller at the end of the usage period. Unless this right of repurchase is
waived by the Seller at the Client’s request, such Client, must sell the Vehicle back to the Seller, and return it at the end of the term specified
in the Contract, at the location agreed upon by the parties. Upon such return, the Seller will inspect the Vehicle and determine if such vehicle
bears signs of unusual wear and tear.

The price specified in the Contract for the usage period of the vehicle corresponds to the difference between the sale price of such vehicle
and its pre-set value on the return (buy-back) date. There is therefore no additional financial consideration to be provided by any of the parties
to the other upon completion of the return of the vehicle other than for charges which may be due for changes made to the initial agreement
or repairs required on the vehicle for reasons not covered either by the manufacturer warranty or the Insurance policy.
6.1 Return and Reconditioning of the Vehicle
The Seller will buy-back the Vehicle from the Client on the return date specified in the Contract, provided that all the conditions listed below
are fully complied with:
• The Vehicle is returned to the Seller or to any person designated by him for this purpose, no later than on the contracted date of
return and at the location specified in the contract, clean and in good mechanical and body conditions.
• The Client has carefully complied with all the instructions specified in the manufacturer's service booklet;
• The Client pays the estimated cost of repair that is communicated to him/her by the Seller, for any damage which may have been
noticed during the above-mentioned inspection of the Vehicle and is not covered under the terms of the insurance policy referred to
in section 4 above.
• The Client signs the return sheet and returns the following items to the Seller or any person designated by him for this purpose:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Registration certificate of the Vehicle,
European accident report form.
Both sets of keys of the Vehicle,
GPS SD card, if applicable
Vehicle user’s manual and service booklet
Safety kit (reflective jacket) and warning triangle.

IMPORTANT NOTE: No Vehicle can be considered as returned without its registration certificate
6.2 Additional Costs which may be charged to the Client by the Seller
The Client is fully responsible for:
• In the case of abandonment of the vehicle, which means returning a vehicle outside a Renault Eurodrive-approved return centre, the
following costs will be charged to the customer:
- If the vehicle is abandoned in the same city as the return centre initially planned, the customer will be invoiced for all the actual
costs incurred by the delivery, in addition to the other costs (parking, storage, etc...) established by Renault Eurodrive.
- In addition to these actual costs, if the vehicle is abandoned in any other place, the customer will have to pay a fixed penalty of
400€ if the vehicle is in France, and 600€ if the vehicle is abroad.

•

All costs associated with any parking tickets, traffic violations fines and/or any kind of penalties levied on the Seller by Authorities
and paid by the Seller on behalf of the Client. Seller reserves the right to provide the contact information of the Client to the relevant
authorities for further charges when warranted.

In consideration of the above, the Client hereby authorizes the Seller to use the bank details (Credit Card information in particular) he/she
provided at the time of signature of the purchase order and to debit his/her account in case of non-payment of such additional charges on or
before the return date, and in particular, but not limited to, charges pertaining to:

•
•
•
•
•

The cost of cleaning and/or repairs of damages to the vehicle not covered by the manufacturer warranty or the insurance policy,
Additional days of use of the vehicle not part of an authorized contract extension
The costs if any related to the modification of the originally contracted Return Center.
The replacement cost of any item found missing at time of return (e.g. key, registration certificate, etc.),
All fines or penalties known but not yet paid by the Client
6.3 Early Returns and Extensions
a.

Early Return

The Client may, with the Seller’s written consent, return the vehicle before the return date specified in the contract. Unused days will then be
refunded based on the originally contracted rates, after a deduction of 10 days. The first 21 days of the Contract are never refundable.
b.

Late Return - Contract Extension
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The Client may return the vehicle after the return date specified in the contract. Such contract extension must however be formally authorized
and approved by the Seller and the cost of each additional day will be charged to the Client at a set price which may be higher than the original
contractual rate. All extensions require a pre-payment by the Client of the total number of additional days requested. The maximum number
of days for which an extension can be granted is determined by the number of original days included in the contract and the last day of the
validity of the registration certificate issued for the vehicle under the Temporary Transit status. Once purchased, extension days are never
refundable.
NOTICE: As the vehicle insurance coverage expires at midnight on the return date set in the contract, any late return / extension not preapproved by the Seller will render the client fully responsible for all damages caused to the vehicle or to a third-party vehicle during the
unauthorized extension period.

7.

CLIENT’S PURCHASE OPTION AT THE END OF THE ORIGINAL CONTRACT

The Client may exercise, up until 21 days before the expiration of his/her contract, his option to purchase the Vehicle permanently from the
Seller. To exercise such option, the Client must:

•
•
•

Be able to justify of a residential address in Metropolitan France.
Contact the Eurodrive sales department at + 33 (0) 1 76 84 99 00
Communicate to this department his Eurodrive Contract number as well as any other information deemed necessary by the sale
agent who will be assigned to handle his/her request

The Seller will then communicate to the Client, within 48 hours, via e-mail or telephone, the proposed final purchase price of the Vehicle,
including the cost of the new Registration Certificate which must be issued for the vehicle as it is switched from the special "Temporary
Transit” status to the regular "France Registration" status. Should the Client agree to the purchase terms and elect to go ahead with the
transaction, the Seller will assign a " used car " expert from its staff to manage the commercial transaction and carry out the administrative
procedure for the new registration.
Except in special cases, the Client does not need to get his/her vehicle inspected by the Seller before the finalization of the transaction, as
he/she is buying the vehicle “as is”. The Client must however secure, during the process, an insurance policy which will go into effect as soon
as the Eurodrive Contract expires
8.

LEGAL PROTECTION AND MANUFACTURER WARRANTY
8.1 Legal Protection

Any new Vehicle sold by the Seller and registered in metropolitan France is covered by the legal guarantee for hidden defects provided by
Article 1641 and seq of the French Civil Code and by the legal guarantee of conformity of the goods sold to their description in the Sales
Contract provided to all consumers by the dispositions of Article L. 217-4 and seq of the French “Consumer” Code.
•

When a Client exercises a claim based on the legal guarantee against hidden defects within the context of Article 1641 and seq of
the French Civil Code, he/she can choose between the cancellation of the sale or a reduction of the selling price in compliance with
the dispositions of Article 1644 of the same Code.

•

When a Client exercises a claim based on the legal guarantee of conformity, (i) he/she has a period of two years from the delivery
of the vehicle to take action; (ii) he/she can choose between the repair and the replacement of the vehicle, subject however to the
terms and conditions of Article L.217-9 of the French Consumer Code, (iii) he/she is exempted from bringing the actual proof of the
vehicle non-compliance during the twenty-four months following the delivery of such vehicle as (iv) the legal guarantee of conformity
applies regardless of any other commercial Guarantee which may be granted by the Seller.
8.2 Manufacturer’s Warranty

All vehicles sold by the Seller are covered by a Contractual Guarantee (Manufacturer Warranty) covering any duly observed defect on the
Vehicle sold and is completed by an Anti-Corrosion Guarantee and a Paintwork Guarantee. The full details of such Warranties are available in
the Maintenance and Warranty booklet remitted to the Client upon delivery of the vehicle.
9. AVAILABILITY OF PARTS

In conformity with the provisions of Article L. 111-4 of the French consumer code, it is hereby stated that the replacement parts required for
the proper operation of the Vehicle object to the contract are available for sale for a period of ten years from the date of delivery of such
Vehicle, except for the parts which become obsolete very quickly by nature (for example electronic parts) for which the manufacturer is
committed to offer a repair solution to the Client in the event he becomes unable to provide such part during this 10 year period.

10. CONTRACT CANCELLATION, MODIFICATION AND RESILIATION
10.1 Contract Cancellation
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Eurodrive contracts can be cancelled at any time under the provisions below. All cancellation requests must be made by the Client to the
Seller or its Agent in writing. Upon processing of the cancellation, the Seller will refund the price paid by the Client after deduction of the
cancellation charge, if any:
a) Cancellation or modification of order before the delivery of the vehicle
In other cases, for any cancellation made no later than 21 days before the delivery date of the Vehicle, 50€ will be charged.
For any cancellation made between the 21st day before delivery and the same day as the delivery of the Vehicle, a fixed and definitive
cancellation fee of 800 € will be due to the Seller.

b) Cancellation of order upon delivery
As stated in section 1.2 above, in case of a reservation and payment performed online through a Call Center or a Website operated by Renault
or its agents and affiliates, the Client has a right to cancel his /her reservation within 14 days of the actual delivery of his/her Vehicle. Should
this right be exercised, and subject to the fulfillment by the Client of all the terms and conditions related to this right, the Contract will be
automatically cancelled, and the price paid refunded to the Client in full.
10.2 Contract Résiliation
a)

Resiliation by the Client

The Client can request the resiliation of his/her Contract and demand the full refund of the price paid, along with any applicable legal interests,
in the following circumstances:
•
Non-respect by the seller of the contracted delivery date (provided however that the Vehicle is not delivered between the mailing
and the receipt of the letter referred to below).
•
No replacement mobility solution was offered to the Client by the Seller
Such termination request by the Client must be made in writing via registered mail with return receipt sent to the Renault Eurodrive contact
address as documented in the Eurodrive Travel booklet.
b)

Resiliation by the Seller

The Seller can terminate the contract if:
• The Client did not pay full the price of the Vehicle on or before the delivery date. In this case the Seller is entitled to keep any deposit
which may have been paid by the Client as part of the reservation order process.
• The Client failed to take delivery of the Vehicle he ordered (provided however that this delivery does not take place between the
mailing and the receipt of the “resiliation” letter sent by the Seller to the Client at the contact address provided by such Client). In
this case the Seller will be entitled to retain the full price amount paid by the Client as a compensation.
NOTICE: The resiliation of the contract implies the automatic and immediate termination of the insurance coverage of the vehicle.
11. PRIVACY POLICY
The order processing and usage of the Vehicle can allow the Seller to collect certain “personal data” about the Client. Personal data is defined
as data that directly or indirectly allows the identification of an individual. The collected data is considered and treated by the Seller, as
personal data, as defined by the European and French regulations, and the Seller has the responsibility to handle this data in accordance
with such regulations.
By signing this Contract, the Client recognizes and accepts that the proper usage of the Vehicle can require the collection and processing of
his/her personal data by the Seller, including, if necessary, the geo-localization of the client, for the purposes described below.
a)

Usage of Personal Data

The personal data that is collected by the Seller from the Client as part of the purchase order process and during the usage of the Vehicle are
essential to the management of the relationship between the Seller and the Client and in the provision by the Seller of certain services to the
Client such as:
▪ Information on new generic services and products;
▪ Information on services which would benefit the client
based on his profile
▪ The capture of various technical information on the Vehicle operation;
▪ The provision of certain remote assistance services (door unlock, remote start…);
All the personal data obtained by the Seller on the Client is considered confidential and is handled and protected as such. The Seller must
implement appropriate safety measures commensurate with the current state of the available technology to protect the personal data that
he/she handles. All the information collected by the Seller are stored in secure servers. The Client does acknowledge however that although
the Seller implements all means possible to protect such personal data, the transmission of this data is being done over communication
networks not always controlled by the Seller, making it impossible for the Seller to ensure that those communications are not intercepted and,
therefore, guarantee absolute data security. When connected services are accessed using a password, the Seller requests that the Client
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does not share the password with anyone and keeps it confidential. The Client is responsible for his/her password and the preservation of
confidential data from the later.
b)

Retention of Personal Data

The personal data collected from the Client in relation to the use of the Vehicle will be retained for the entire duration of the contractual
relationship, after which it will be destroyed or made anonymous. However, the data linked to geo-location will systematically be erased/made
anonymous immediately after the delivery of the associated service.

c)

Users of Personal Data

Any collected personal data may be communicated to the Seller, its subsidiaries, the members of its commercial network, as well as to any
third party who has a commercial relation with the Seller and is bound by a confidentiality agreement, whether located in or outside the
European Union. The Seller may also communicate
this personal data to an authorized third party in the event that it is obligated to disclose such data due to a legal obligation or for the purpose
of enforcing or securing this Contract. The Client has the right to access the information collected on him/her through the Seller’s Customer
Relationship Management Services
d)

Other driver’s information

The Client is responsible, prior to the usage of the Vehicle by any other authorized user, for informing such user about:
▪ The collection and use of personal data;
▪ The possible geo-location of the Vehicle;
▪ The option of deactivating connected services.
e)

Client’s Rights

In compliance with the dispositions of Articles 38, 39 and 40 of the French "Information Technology and Liberties” Law no. 78-17 dated
January 6, 1978 as modified by law no. 2004-801 dated August 6, 2004, the Client may, at any time and by simply providing a proof of
identity, access and correct his/her personal data as well as oppose any processing of such data. Such access must be requested by
contacting:
Service Relation Clientèle
RENAULT SAS
92109 Boulogne-Billancourt Cedex
Since the regular uploading of his/her personal data can result in his/her geo-localization, the Client can request electronically the deactivation
of this uploading process. The Customer can also reactivate this geo-localization under the same terms.
12. JURISDICTION AND DISPUTE RESOLUTION
EURODRIVE Contracts are exclusively subject to French law. In case of dispute between the Parties on the execution or the interpretation
of the contract and/or of these General Terms and Conditions of Sale document, the Parties will attempt to resolve such dispute amicably.
In the absence of an amicable resolution between the Client and the Seller’s Customer Relation Department, the Client may submit, at no
cost to him/her, the unresolved dispute to a Mediator duly appointed by the French “Commission d’évaluation et de contrôle de la médiation
de la consommation » in accordance with Article L615-1 of the French Consumer Code. Mediators having competency for matters related to
the responsibility of Automobiles Manufacturers and Automobiles Repair Professionals are listed hereafter:

•

Médiator of the « Conseil National des Professions de l’Automobile » who can be reached by mail at 50 Rue Rouget de Lisle 92158 Suresnes Cedex or electronically at www.mediateur-cnpa.fr.

•

Médiator of the Federation Nationale de l’Artisanat Automobile who can be reached by mail at Immeuble Axe Nord; 9-11 avenue
Michelet, 93583 Saint Ouen Cedex or electronically at www.mediateur.fna.fr

•

Médiator of the Manufacturer in charge of handling complaints involving its responsibility (issues pertaining to the product overall
quality and the manufacturer services) who can be reached by mail at Médiation Cmfm, 21 rue des Malmaisons, 75013 Paris or
electronically at www.mediationcmfm.fr.

In the absence of a successful mediation process, the parties acknowledge and agree that French Courts of Law will have exclusive jurisdiction
over any litigation proceedings. If the Client is a professional, the Court in which the Seller has its main establishment will have jurisdiction. If
the Client is not a professional, jurisdiction will be determined according to the principles of the French Civil Procedure Code.
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RENAULT EURODRIVE ROAD ASSISTANCE SERVICE
The ‘EURODRIVE ASSISTANCE' coverage is an integral part of the RENAULT EURODRIVE package. It is insured and implemented by ASSURIMA
under the name "RENAULT EURODRIVE ASSISTANCE" Roadside assistance services.
The services will be provided in the event of:
•
Accident
•
Theft or attempted theft,
•
Breakdown,
•
Flat tire,
•
Loss, theft or breakage of keys
•
Fuel error.
- For non-immobilizing safety breakdowns, only the main benefits will be provided under this agreement.
- For malfunctions of the on-board GPS system and/or air conditioning system, RENAULT EURODRIVE ASSISTANCE will process the request and
redirect you to the nearest Renault repairer.

1) Main benefits:
In all cases, roadside assistance and/or towing services are included.
Roadside assistance/towing:
RENAULT EURODRIVE ASSISTANCE will organize and cover the roadside assistance and/or towing the vehicle which has broken down, been in an
accident or found damaged after a theft/attempted theft.
- In France, the vehicle will be towed to the Renault repairer, Renault Retail Group or dealer, appointed by RENAULT EURODRIVE ASSISTANCE.
- Abroad, to the nearest Renault repairer.
2) Additional benefits (with the exception of non-immobilizing safety breakdowns or malfunctions of the on-board GPS system and air conditioning
system):
2.1. If the vehicle is unavailable or off the road more than 12 hours, you may select one of the following options:
2.1.1 RENAULT EURODRIVE ASSISTANCE will provide you with a hire vehicle at most equivalent to the category of the vehicle which is off the road
for the period your Eurodrive vehicle is off the road. Once the repairs have been performed, the hire vehicle MUST be returned to the original pick-up
agency and your repaired vehicle MUST be picked up within 24 hours of completion of the repairs.
Renault Eurodrive Assistance will cover the cost of the temporary rental vehicle mentioned above, up to 750 Euros any amount over and above this
sum as well as all fuel costs will be your responsibility.
2.1.2 If you wish to wait for your vehicle to be repaired on the spot, RENAULT EURODRIVE ASSISTANCE will contribute to your hotel expenses up to
a limit of €65 per night and per beneficiary. You will be required to pay for any bar, restaurant and telephone costs as well as any incidental costs.
Service performance terms
RENAULT EURODRIVE ASSISTANCE agrees to provide the above-mentioned services 24/7 and with the utmost diligence. The above-mentioned
services shall be performed subject to local availability and in accordance with the local regulations, notably in terms of accommodation or vehicle hire,
or availability at a given moment in time. Services which have not been organized or agreed beforehand by RENAULT EURODRIVE
ASSISTANCE shall not give rise to any refunds or compensation.
If RENAULT EURODRIVE ASSISTANCE replaces the vehicle by a hire vehicle through a car rental company, this company shall ask you to make an
imprint of your credit card; it may also offer additional insurance (in particular for the excess) which will be at your expense.
Exclusions:
RENAULT EURODRIVE ASSISTANCE operations are limited by the authorizations granted by local authorities. It shall not be held liable for any
breaches or shortcomings in performing its obligations which are the result of force majeure, war, strikes, impoundments or restrictions by the law
enforcement agencies, official prohibitions, piracy, engine explosions or nuclear or radioactive effects. The RENAULT EURODRIVE agreement does
not cover situations when you run out of fuel, nor does it cover, Incidents related to misuse of the vehicle (such as improper operation of a

,

vehicle with manual transmission), mechanical incidents affecting trailers and hitches, the purchase of vignettes type crit'air winter tires and chains,
fines or violations, bar, telephone, restaurant, motorway tolls, the cost of servicing the vehicle or the costs which you should normally have paid for if a
covered event had not occurred (e.g.: hotel). The RENAULT EURODRIVE agreement also does not cover incidents which occur as a result of you
competing in sports competitions, bets and matches.
ASSURIMA
Société Anonyme with a registered share capital of €4,200,000
Company regulated by the French Insurance Code
Registered office: 118 avenue de Paris - CS 40000 - 79033 Niort Cedex 9
- Tel. in France 01 84 95 96 97
- International tel: +33 1 84 95 96 97
- E-mail:das@ima.eu - 481 514 149 RCS NIORT
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Remote transaction cancellation option form
The form below is provided to the Client as a suggestion to ensure proper wording of the cancellation request to be sent to the Seller or its Agent as per the terms
of Section 1.2 of this contract.

To the Attention of ………………………………………( insert the information of the recipient here)
From: Insert your own details here (last name, first name, full address, telephone number, email address or fax number …etc)
I hereby notify you of my decision to use the right provided to me under Section 1.2 of the General Terms and Conditions of Sales
of my Eurodrive vehicle and cancel the said Sales contract which references are below:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Contract Number:
Order date:
Véhicle Details:
Delivery Date and Time:
Planned Return Center
Planned Return Date and Time:

(Insert your location, the date and your Signature and send to the recipient as per the conditions set in Section 1.2)
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